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 Easy Paks® Heavy Duty 

 Cleaner Degreaser SKU Pack Size

Dilution 

Ratio

pH 

Conc.

pH 

Dilution

Country 

of Sale

Specially designed for tough fl oor 

degreasing and general purpose spray and 

wipe cleaning. For fl oors and other hard 

surfaces as well as stainless steel, linoleum, 

vinyl, asphalt, ceramic tile, quarry tile, 

terrazzo, marble, concrete, painted surfaces 

and vinyl.

90682 1.5 oz./42.5 g Packets

36 Packets

2 Tubs

1:192 10.5

 SpeedballTM/MC 2000 Power Cleaner

Ready-to-use, non-butyl, heavy-duty power 

cleaner. Cleans the toughest soils, removing

grease, oil, encrusted soil, tire marks, ink,

smoke, carbon fi lm, graffi  ti, heel marks and

more. Low-odor formula. Yellow in color with

a citrus scent.

4223320 12 x 32 oz./ 946 mL RTU 11.8

 SpeedballTM/MC Power Cleaner - Original Fragrance

Ready-to-use, heavy-duty, spray-and-wipe

power cleaner. Cleans the toughest soils, 

removing grease, oil, encrusted soil, tire 

marks, ink, smoke, carbon fi lm, graffi  ti, 

heel marks and more. Light green in color 

with a mint scent.

4043110 4 x 1 gal./3.78 L Containers RTU 11.7

4043320 12 x 32 oz./946 mL

Spray Bottles

RTU 11.7

 Spitfi re® Graffi  ti Remover

Eff ectively removes inks, markers, lipstick,

graphite and most other common graffi  ti

from hard, indoor surfaces (including glass).

Contains no phosphates, butyl solvent or

caustics and requires no rinsing. Colorless

with a cherry almond scent.

04915 12 x 32 oz./946 mL Bottles RTU 11.7

Spitfi re® Power Cleaner

Super-strength formula eliminates grease, 

petroleum and food soils. This powerful 

cleaner works on the toughest dirt, grime 

and stains on a wide variety of surfaces. 

Lightly scented and pleasant to use, this no-

rinse formula leaves no residue. Red in color 

with a fresh pine scent. NSF C1 Registered.

03702 12 x 32 oz./946 mL 

Spray Bottles (2 Sprayers)

RTU 11.3

03724 12 x 32 oz./946 mL 

Bottles with Sprayers 

(12 Sprayers)

RTU 11.3

 Spitfi re® NB Non-Butyl Spray & Wipe Cleaner

High-active formula quickly penetrates all

types of grease and grime…simply spray

and wipe clean. No rinsing required. Cleans

graffi  ti, petroleum grease, food grease, 

animal fats, smudges, lipstick, black 

heelmarks, smoke fi lm and other soils. Cleans 

without butyl solvent. Red in color with a 

cherry almond scent. NSF C1 Registered.

04995 12 x 32 oz./946 mL Bottles RTU 11.7

Power Cleaners

Building Care
Multi-Purpose Cleaners


